FAQ Training on Safety 2018

D: I should attend the safety training to enroll myself for examinations, but last year I have already
attended a course on safety to get into the lab, so I wanted to ask if it is valid that course which I passed.
R: In order to enroll for the exams it is mandatory to carry out the Basic Course on Safety, the one for the
Laboratories is specific and limited to the correct use of machinery and other potentially dangerous objects
or substances.
D: I already attended a course on Security in the company where I work / I did an internship, do I need to
do in this case also the Basic Course on Safety of the Polytechnic?
R: Yes, because it is company‐specific training and it cannot replace the online course designed for all
people passing at the Polytechnic, who are students or administrative staff.
D: I have already done a course at the Polytechnic with a final exam and certificate that concerned the
Safety in Laboratories. Do I have to attend however the "Basic Course on Safety"?
R: Yes, because the course that you have done concerns only a specific part, the laboratory safety, and this
is not enough. The basic course includes, instead, a comprehensive overview of the knowledge required,
including legislation, to which you need to follow it.
D: I'm preparing for my degree. I passed all the exams and I miss just the completion of the final thesis. I
also have to do the Basic Course on Safety?
R: Yes. Indeed, the basic safety course online has been made for all the people that go across the
Polytechnic, even if they go there just to make an examination. Safety is a priority and anyone transits at
the Polytechnic is required to attend this course.
D: I passed the safety testing during the three‐year degree with the matriculation number X, now I'm
enrolled in the Master of Science with the matriculation number Y. Do I have to take the test again?
R: No, if you've passed the test less than five years ago. Please, log in http://www.polimi.it/servizionline/
in order to download and print your certificate.
D: How many times can I take the test again if I do not manage to pass it?
R: There isn't a limit of attempts in order to take the test again.
D: I am an external collaborator of the Polytechnic, I should do the Basic Course on Safety online.
If I log in with my credentials in the online services of the Polytechnic in the safety courses page is
reported that the course is currently not available. Need I an authorization to be requested?
R: It is very likely that the cause is the lack of an email address in your personal profile on
http://www.polimi.it/servizionline/ .
To solve it you have just to access to http://www.polimi.it/servizionline/ with your person code, then
select "Edit personal data" (image) and enter your email address.

After that, yyou will be able to accesss the course..
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R: I suggest you to contact accessola
abb‐design@
@polimi.it be
ecause it’s the contact th at manages access to
the design laboratories..

IMPORTANT: If you havven't found the answer inn these FAQss, please writte to formazzionesicurezzza@polimi.it

